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The Antonym of salvage is ________?
A. save
B. escort
C. abandon
D. Rescue

Show Answer…
Correct Answer: obsession, delusions, psychosis, megalomania,
monomania and persecution complex

Meaning of salvage
Prevent being ruined, destroyed, lost, or harmed. It means to rescue (a wrecked
or disabled ship or its cargo) from a loss at sea: an emerald and gold cross was
salvaged from the wreck.

Synonyms of salvage

The synonyms of save, preserve, conserve, rescue, recover, recuperate, retrieve,
get back, reclaim, redeem, repair, restore, retain and salve.

Antonyms of salvage:

waste, abandon, desert, leave (behind), maroon, strand, walk out on, run out on,
jilt, ditch, chuck, dump, leave in the lurch, leave for dead, give the elbow to,
break (it) off with, leave high and dry.

Explanation of salvage

The word “salvage” refers to the act of rescuing or saving something from
danger, damage, or loss. It can also refer to the act of repairing or restoring
something that has been damaged or ruined. The word is often used in the
context of rescuing or saving people, animals, or objects from a disaster or
emergency situation, such as a shipwreck, plane crash, or fire. It can also be used
more broadly to describe the act of rescuing or saving something that is valuable
or worth preserving, such as a piece of artwork, a historical document, or a piece
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of furniture.

Examples of salvage

She salvaged the garbage cans for food.1.
The company hired a salvage crew to retrieve the sunken ship and its2.
valuable cargo.
The rescue team was able to salvage several items from the wreckage of the3.
plane crash.
The homeowners were able to salvage some of their possessions from the4.
flooded basement, but many of their belongings were lost in the disaster.
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